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'oly men of old wer’tl "
rust >n that Being W|J<
REUilML OF RELIGION
'«tes are displayed i, A
vorks; dHitatta J|1 !N HALLOWELL AND ITS VICINITY,
n every age |,„e |e,' ",z Extract ofalefte.rfrom Rev. Joshua N. Dan| rdRTH, dated Hallowel, June 29—to the Edn deep humility,. and
imn reverence, before HiU | itor ;f the Boston Telegraph.
mth created the HeavenaJJ | As we usually consider the meeting for the
vork of whose fingers dJ / anxious a sort of test of the state of the work,
ire
and it is thus that J|i I will mention the progress of a few succesmnds may be inculcated U I sive meetings of that kind within the Rev.
4 piety, and of unmurrniwl'■ Mr. Gillett’s Society, in Hallowell, of which
lienee, that we may be ta<f 1 had personal knowledge. At one, there
ook upon the evils oftbisltfOere.present It; on the following Monday
necessary preparatives to v week, there were present 30; at the next,
:y, and every event'50 ’ ahd at the next’ aboot 89‘ A maj°rit)r
o the holy purposes of a U
this number have already expressed an
whose mercy enduretli® humble hope of everlasting life. The work
“ We may thus inyouthbe? bas aIread? been Pro8P«‘’ous in <be Baptist
jerved amid temptatU■
Society’, [under Mr. Chessman.] The'nt)ld age be enabled to¿¡W >lSt barmon? ot'fceli"g has pervaded the
with peace on our past J'i b, easis of chnstians of a}! denominations.
H)d with pious and Aft
fading has been expressed hi a united
ion, worship like the
FV^eting,
“a*
thronged by
_ n_ upon
"
Methodists, Baptists, and Congregational‘r leaning
the top of
if
ists.
itaff.”
In the adjacent town of Winthrop, eighty
or ninety have embraced the salvation of Je
A very respectable wA tt. sus.
he London Retrospects M L But the most wonderful exhibition of the
¡peaking of the African »■ jowcr of the Divine Spirit which lias ever
.rade, relates the followi^fil met my eye, is that within a few days at VasJ samorougn.
sal bo rough.
-umstance.
“ It was once thelotoitW
a
A meeting
meeting was
was appointed
appointed at
at the
the MeetingMeetingter of this article to .beoa^
-nHouse,
„u«cv, last
L — Wednesday week,’ about twelve
a small vessel, containing^»- (javS since.—Those were requested to stay
one hundred slaves: the
aper the dismission, who were determined no
with the exception of fivej0Rger to neglect their souls. Most of the
men, were male and feisahi' congregation stopped-. When the people fidren, from four to thivAw nally retired, some lingered, weeping in the
of age. They were confim^,, porch. Ou Saturday an anxious meeting was
small space with scarcely
appointed, at which were present nearly forsit upright; many of fa ty. Attke’next meeting of the samys kind,
ing under disease, and ttelii held on the following Thursday, between
(or rsther skin, for fifisbtejri eighty and ninety were present. About forty
but little) rubbed intohave already submitted, as they trust, to the
with the motion of the vessel- Saviour.
" '
1 aught perhaps to state that the melancholy
by lying closetogetberontkl J
deck. The men observiifa ?and destructive incident at the raising of the
constant inebriation of thttji Meeting-House in Winthrop, by which three
planned to take the schooiiaj; lives were lost and many persons put to exthem ; but they weretoo'< Etreme hazard and sickness, produced an un
ted and weak, by confincmtiili favorable effect; but the work of grace is ahunger, to attempt it hastily gain reviving with apparently increased powa short time, they were à er, and the frowns of the Providence of God
to bo considerably altered^ ii have quickly given way to the smiles of the
appearance, and to look M Spirit of God.
ter. One night, when ailii’®
but the man at the helm,
From the Trenton Emporium.
sleep, these desperate
rushed on deck. The sail®
HE DIED.
.
captain were aroused; a sea | In these two short, but comprehensive
some minutes ensued, in I>. words, we read the consummation of the brief
both parties were seventy *|hBpstory of man ; man, whose life is like a vaed, and ultimately theslaves; plbor, who appears a moment, and then vanovercome.—-The following Jgfehes
A;
away. Thus terminates the career of
A|ilie conqueror : he comes forth in the proud
ing the captain deliberately
his pistols, placed threeofft*" Resources ol his mind, marshalling his legions
Ill»

--- \

.

<»is ’ fur the storm, & stirring up, as with the breath
wretches in succession o®
the gangway, and in the J of the whirlwind, the hot spirit of desolating
of the others, shot them’ - war; convulsing society ; sapping the founown hand. 0«
! ? dations of civil order; shaking thSthrones arid
discovered, that these i < kingdoms of the world, and opening the flood
famished children had « -gates of sorrow on mankind ; that he may
plied the men »itli««»»^! gather round him a little tinsel grandeur, and
their own scanty F* ^associate his name with terror. A little
"space, and ¡h the corner of an obscure print,
strengthen the® f°r
we read, he dial. The troubling waves, his
prise.
spirit had invoked, are still; and men con
VNREQVITED m’ template what he ^as, and is, with a kind of
(J. f€onlemtuous wonder. The man, whose soul
tpfis wrapped up in ambition toils his little hour
Soutb'varkontlieM; (
'< for fame, and gains, if fortunate, the sum of
Watrun, a I«1“" " Ai iris wishes; we hear his name sounded aWhomet«itbta<l^ |»road, and on the next breath tremble the
requited
j-5 fflwds he died. Then, he, who calmly reaself into «'0 111®» Ijh |tens, feels the small worth of titles and apmale, a servant in » P j11 plauscs, that end in this. The rich, the poor,
the grave, the gay ; the imbecile, the wise ;
’ the freeman and the slave ; all, conclude the
I chapter thus. But it is when death strikes
perpetration of
a
„h«, the deceased S'i, -! near us, and his arrows reach our bosoms,
pallissades, 118 Kj,,, ! that wo feel the force of those expressive
r monosyllables. i He died’ is written against
through,
hands, she
ufJ (the name of a relative or a companion ; and
1 then we know, that the face, the form, the
then s“;!1’.
She repl letb ^ U (every feature, with which we have been fa(brew his hat a I
1(¡.»aninar, is hid away from our* mortal vision
I 4ur ever ; that the voice we heard so often
tated himself
Thejury re u
<|JI’ and so gladly, we shall hear no more ; that
the decease*1 nr»
,J Jhe wind, which could charhi in its developstate ofinsam)ty>l,1”i r ment of power, and knowledge, is no longer
! tciiant of (he earth ; and the heart, that lovfit of jealousy«

cd us, will not beat again, while one sand re
mains in the hour glass of time, or the pillars
of the world remain unshaken. We seem to
approach nearer to the vail, that screens from
our view the hidden empire of death : we ask
oui selves, where at this moment is the spirit
: of the departed ? The involuntary answer is,
where we shall shortly be. Strange, that
when death spreads among us his visible to
kens daily ; when he strikes so often into the
social circle and spares neither at the fireside,
nor at the festive board ; we sheuld live in
so much seeming forgetfulness of his exis
tence. Well hath it been said :
“ Man sleeps, and man alone ; and man, whose fate,
Fate irreversible, entire, extreme,
Endless, hair-hung, breeze-shaken, o’er the gulf
A moment.trembles, drops; a man, for whom
Ail else is m alarm ; man, the sole cause
Of this surrounding storm ; and yet he sleeps,
As if the storm rocked to rest.”

From Bolingbrcke’s Refections upon Exile.

BATÍOSLO. MOUŒïNATXûKS.
FOR PRESIDENT,

AN IMPORTANT TRIAL.
A cause of great importance will be tried
at the November term of the Circuit Court,
in Alexandria, (D. C.) It is a suit brought
by the holder of the 100,000 dollar prize,
which was drawn in the Grand National
Lottery, against the Corporation of Wash
ington, the vender of the ticket having failed
to pay the money. It is said that a number
of the most eminent lawyers in the nation

have been engaged by the parties.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

Hon.

JOHN C. CALHOUN,.

VICE PRESIDENT,

ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAINE.

How. THOMAS FILLEBROWN,
How. JAMES CAMPBELL.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH.
STATE NOMINATION.
F<iR GOVERNOR,

Hon.

ALBION K. PARRIS.
SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.

®

RESIGNATION.
The darts of adverse fortune are always
levelled at our heads. Some reach us, some
graze against us. Let us therefore impose
•an equal temper upon our minds, and pay
without murmuring the^ribute which we owe
to humanity.—The winter brings cold, and
we must freeze. The summer returns with
heat, and we must melt,
The inclemency of the air disorders our
health, and we must be sick. Hera we are
exposed to wild beasts, and there to men more
sat age than the beasts, and if we escape the
inconvenience and dangers of the air and the
earth, there are perils by water, and perils
by fire. This established course of things, it
is not in our power to change ; but it is in
our power to assume such a greatness of mind
as becomes wise and virtuous men ; as may I
enable us to encounter the accidents of life
with fortitude, and to conform ourselves to
the order of nature, who governs her great
kingdom, the world by continued mutlations.
Let us submit to this order, let us be persuaded
ourselves that whatever does happen, ought to
happen, and never be so foolish as to expostu
late w ith nature. The best resolutions we can
take is to suffer w’hat we cannot alter and to
pursue without repining the road which Prov
idence, w ho directs every thing, has marked
out to us ; for it is not bad enough to follow ;
and he is but a bad soldier who sighs and
marches on with reluctancy. We must re
ceive the orders with spirit and cheerfulness
and not endeavor to slink out of the post
which is assigned to us in this beautiful dis
position of things, whereof even our suffer
ings make a necessary part. Let us address
ourselves to God, who governs all, as
Cleanthes did in those admirable verses,
which are going to lose part of their grace
and energy, in my translation of them.
Parent of nature 1 Master of the world 1
Where’er thy Providence directs, behold
My steps with cheerful resignation turn.
Fate leads the willing, drags the backward on.
Why should I grieve, when grieving I must bear ?
Or take with guilt, what guiltless I might share ?
Thus let us speak, and let as act.—Resig
nation to the will of God is true magnanimi
ty. But the sure mark of a pusillanimous
and base spirit, is to struggle against, to cen
sure the order of Providence, and, instead of
mending our own conduct, to set up for cor
recting that of our Maker.
Benefit of Sabbath Schools.
Some three or four years since, at NewYork, a man about 19 years of age, called
at the British Consul’s office and made him
self known as one, whom but a few years be
fore, the Consul had taken into his own Sun
day school, in the north of Ireland, as a poor
little, helpless, wretched outcast. No nuptial
tie had consecrated this child of misery, bap
tized in tears. No father owned him for his
son. But the Sunday school was to him as a
mother and a sister and a brother. The
precepts of religion and morality which he
learned there, had taken deep root in his
heart, and blossomed in beauty, and were
then ripening into abundance of fruit. He
poured into the Consul’s lap more than a hun
dred dollars, the earnings of his bodily toil,
in this land of liberty, this asylum for the af
flicted, to be remitted to his destitute mother,
forlorn daughter of shame and sorrow'.

Hon.

Hon. MARK DENNETT, Kittery.
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
Col. JOHN SPRING, Saco.
JOHN U. PARSONS, Esq. Parsonsfield.

FMlSSXDWTXAXd.
If Mr. Crawford cannot with propriety be
called the “ National Candidate” on account
of the preference which the people have shown
to his pretensions ; on what ground do his
friends claim for him, that appellation I—
Will they point us to the grand Congressional
Caucus at which he was nominated ? Indeed
this seems to be a strong point in their case.
The ridiculous farce, got up at Washington,
by such disinterested and consistent politicians
as John Holmes, and Martin Van Buren, ac
cording to the account of its friends, makes
Mr. Crawford not only a candidate for the
Presidency, but the only national, legitimate,
candidate before the people ’ !
Let us for a moment, examine this caucus
nomination and see whether the term “ na
tional” can apply with any propriety of lan
guage, to the proceedings, or to the candidate
selected. To exhibit the subject fairly to
the public we submit the following statement
of facts.
1. Only 66 members of Congress, out of
261 attended the caucus. About one quarter
part of the members.
2. A majority of the members from three
states only, out of twenty four, attended the
caucus.
3. The caucus was held and the nomina
tion made, by less than one third of the re
publican party ; in direct opposition to the
known, and publickly expressed opinion of
more than two thirds of that party !
How then, can Mr. Crawford be called the
t( national candidate,” on the ground that he
was nominated by such a caucus ? So far
from being the “ national” candidate, he is
not even entitled to the appellation of « sec
tional.” He had not a majority in caucus, of
the northern, middle, southern or western
states in his favor. Therefore, instead of
calling Mr. Crawford the “ national” candi
date, or even the sectional” candidate in
consequence of the caucus nomination, it
would be much more proper to call him the
candidate of a Clan, composed, with a few ex
ceptions, of office seekers and their adherents.
Attempts are made to reconcile the people
to this minority caucus, by informing them
that a Jefferson, a Madison and a Monroe,
who have so admirably performed the duties
of Chief Magistrate of the nation, were thus
nominated, and in consequence, were elected ;
or in the language of the Crawford presses,
it is this mode of nomination that has given
to the nation a Jefferson, a Madison and a
Monroe.” If such be the fact, that, these men
were really chosen by a caucus, it is high
time to stop; it is time that the people
should assert their own rights, and put down
the caucus, and elect the Chief Magistrate of
the nation themselves. But admit, that a
Jefferson, a Madison and a Monroe, have
really been elected by »aucusses, that they
are the best men that could have been select
ed, and have done honor to the nation and
themselves, yet it does not follow that the
caucus system is right in principle, or that it
is the most proper mod« of choosing a Presi
dent. Such a conclusion would prove too
much. It would prove that the end justified
the means. It would prove that an Usurper,
if he ably and justly administered the gov
ernment, rightfully obtained his power, and
that his co-intriguers and supporters were
i( good riven and true,” and as such entitled to
the respect of the nation. The late caucus,
therefore, cannot derive any additional force
and respect from the character of the Presi
dents, who happened to receive the nomina
tion of former caucusses.
But to waive all objections to the caucus
system, and to admit it to be the best mods of
selecting a Presideatj still we ask to wbat

respect is the late caucus enu^** »
not held by
majority of the X H v/;iS
Congress ! it was not held by a
of
tlte republican party. It was not
of
of a majority of the members from any R.
ticular section of the country. If it be <»n\
of the cardinal doctrines^f democracy’ that
the majority shall govern, as we had always
supposed, this caucus* got up in defiance of
the known will of’the majority, both of Con
gress and the republican party, cannot with
propriety be called a legitimate caucus, and
the nomination made by it, ought to be re
garded as a nullity by the nation, and by the
democratic party. The fart is, the members
of the caucus and their adherents and sup
porters are sécèders from the great republi
can party ; and if ‘ there be any legitimate
members, they are those that opposse and
reject the acts of a minority.
On what ground then, can Mr. Crawford
claim to be the i( national” candidate I We
are aware of none. There appears to be,
however, not a little boldness and inconsisten
cy in the radicals, to attempt to palm him off
upon the nation, under the imposing title of
“ national candidate,’? when in fact he has no
just claim to it ; and when the caucus by
which he was nominated, was intended as a
party measure, and got up for the express
purpose, as the movers avowed, to support a
party.
New Hampshire Statesman^
Mr. Crawford’s election is advocated, in
this state, on the ground that he will, if elect
ed, promote the federalists to office. L is ad
vocated in the Address of the Miriorhy Cau
cus, on the ground that the old distinctions of
party will be enforce'd, and no federalist ad
mitted to an office.
The federalists of this state, must be satis
fied before they vote for Mr. Crawford, that
one or the other of these inconsistent grounds
is abandoned. But further, they must be
satisfied that Mr. Crawford Will abandon
John Holmes and Martin Van Buren, and
the host of exclusive and soi disant republi
cans which have nominated him—and—fur
ther more,' they must be satisfied that he
does not now disapprove and oppose the maxittis and measures of Mr. Monroe’s adminis
tration. But Mr. Crawford will not aban
don the principles avowed by the Caucus of
66—he will not abandon the firm Holmes,
Van Bruren, & Co.—and he docs and will
disapprove of Mr. Monroe’s administration.
He is now, in fact, opposed to all the rest of
the Cabinet, and has, for several years, coun
tenanced the most scurrillous abuse, by the
radical presses, of Mr. Monroe and his ad
ministration.
Prov. Journal.

How happens it, that Mr. Crawford is
called the “ national,'* and Mr. Adams the
“ sectional’* candidate- ? The former has been
nominated by the Representative*—©f_ three
States oniy, viz. Virginia, South-Caroîrna“
and Georgia ; while the latter has been nom
inated by jive States, viz. Maine, New-Hamp
shire Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Con
necticut, and also, by conventions in almost
every State in the Union. How, then, does
the appellation of national, properly apply to
Mr. Crawford, and sectional, to Mr. Adams ?
How stands the case 2 What is the Senti
ment with regard to the Presidential candi
dates. There is not the least probability
that Mr. Crawford will obtain a single vote
in the six new England States : their entire
vote will undoubtedly be given to Mr. AD
AMS.-—In the great state of New-York, it is
believed that a large majority of the people
are decidedly in favor of Mr. AD VMS, and
it is through intrigue and management only,
that the friends of Mr. Crawford hope to
gain a single vote fur him. In New-Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Delaware, Mr. Crawford
has no chance of obtaining a vote ; and in
Maryland, only two out of eleven are calcu
lated upon by his friends. Georgia, North
Carolina and Virginia, are nearly equally
divided ; but in some of these states, especial
ly Virginia, public sentiment is undergoing
such a change, in favor of Mr. ADAMS,
that it is not certain Mr. Crawford will ob
tain the vote of either of them. In SouthCarolina and Alabama Mr. Crawford has
no chance of obtaining a vote. But to set
down for Mr. Crawford the States of Virgin
ia, North-Carolina and Georgia, we find in
the eastern, middle and southern states, thir
teen states opposed Co him. In the eighth
western states, the cause of the Treasury
Candidate is so hopeless, that it is not probable
any electoral ticket will be supported for him.
Is it not preposterous and absurd then, to
call Mr. Crawford the « national candidate’*
—It is rather mortifying to the Radicals that
they cannot rest the claims of their Candi
date upon a more solid and substantial fouadation.—Concord, fJV. Hj Statesman.

MR. REW,clf’
. .ddresaed to you the last
In a com^onicatio^f reply to some observaweek, I attempt subject of the location of the
relating Xmty, ns contained in the first
Courts in t>i the Alfred Star. In the same
two numhlerday, some further remarks by way
r.aoer
are presented to the consideration of
yCiSlic, which may seem to require that they
/d!d not pass altogether unnoticed, although they
tarry with them but very little weight. I know
very well, that abundant pains are taken *0 circu
late these papers in every nook and corner of the
County. And crude and indigestible as are their
contents., so far as relates to the Court question,
the people, nolens vdens, are made to swallow them.
But from the knowledge we have of the inhabitautTof York County, We are induced to the belief,
t-hat such prescriptions, and so administered, must
necessarily b<? emetical in their operation, and
therefore will produce none of those effects, which
these doctors .have so confidently anticipated. As
however, there is no very great pleasure isj vomit
ing, we have thought it might not be useless, to
show the nature of tírese prescriptions, and by evincing their inappropriateness, t-o induce the pub
lic more effectually to resist them.
The gentleman commences his observations, by
a protestation, that every tiring which he has be
fore said on this question, was founded in truth.
Whether or not'such be the fact, we shall not
trouble ourselves to decide. The people have his
observations arid the reply, and we willingly leave
this point to their judgment.
We before stated and’we now renew the dec
hration that South Berwick is situated nearer to
Kennebunk, than to Alfred. Let any one exam
ine the map of this county, and he will be at once
satisfied on this point. We admit that by the
travelled road, they áre at equal distances from
that place, But in the gentlemen’s former state
ment, it was not by assuming the travelled road, as
one of his positions, but the geographical distance,
that he waá led to the conclusion, that there was
a balance of the population nearer to Alfred than
Kennebunk. We^hould be very willing that he
slioOld make this change in his premises, For
upon this new principle, fie would have found that
the result of his calculation®, would have placed
him in a worse dilemma, than that in which u’e
last left him. He would have found that in
stead of the balance cf population being nearer,
Alfred than Kennebunk, that at least jive ninths
of the people are nearer, to Kennebunk than Al
fred.
But the gentleman again says, that provided
that the Courts should all be removed to Kenne
bunk, the people must be taxed with the expense
of a new gaol—that the Court of Sessions, will be
required by virtue of the statute, to cause a gaol
to be erected forthwith. This part of the statute
is an exact copy of the old Massachusetts lav/ on
this subject. Yet the Sessions of the County of
Lincoln never supposed that they were required to
build a gaol at Topsham or Warren ; and for a ve
ry good reason, viz. that the law contained no such
requisition. Fortunately, most of our citizens are
able to read forthemselves, and we believe can so
read as to understand ; and by barely looking at
the gentleman’s law, they will see that this Court
have a right to order the building of a gaol at their
. discretion.
We have before remarked, that in
case of the contemplated removal, there will be no
immediate necessity of one in Kennebunk. And
for the reasons we have before suggested,, we be
lieve that such would be the opinion of the Court.
^_But
in the event That one should be adjudg
ed necessary, the proceeds of the sale of the pres
ent County buildings, will be sufficient to defray
every expense. But it said that a gaol cannot be
erected at an expense less than 8000 dollars, and
that we of Kennebunk, have said that it could
not be built for that sum. Truly, we have said,
that such a building would cost this county ten
thousand dollars. But the gentleman forgot or,
we would rather say intentionally keep back, the
most material fact, that we were then speaking of
the expense which would accrue from the erection
of a gaol tn Alfred. The question then in agita
tion was, whether one should be built in that place ;
and u’e did say, and upon the authority of the
people of Alfred, that it would cost this enormous
sum. And we verily believe, if ever the people
of. this county are necessiated there to erect another,
and they may be assured that it will be de
manded of them as soon as all the courts shall be
established in Alfred, that they will realize, and
we venture.to say, will feel, the truth of this Wite.
meat. But that one might be built in any other
town in the county for a much less sum, we never
denied. On the contrary, we believe that one
answering every purpose required by the laws of
this State, can be built in Kennebunk for 2500
dollars
As tor the house of the gaol keeper, it
is at the option of the court,, either to hire or pur
chase one any where in the vicinity of the gaol.
And as the people of Alfred, calculate that the
expense would not be more than 8000j the public
we feel confident after attentively considering the
following expose of the expenditures on the pres
ent county buildings in that town, will be satisfi
ed that our estimate is not far from the truth.
Having done with Ossipee for the present
we now proceed to the main question, wheth
er Kenncbttnk or Alfred he the most eligible
place for the permanent location of the courts.
And viewing the questiw as one of deep in
terest to the inhabitants of Uris County, we
cannot but congratulate them upon the* pros
pect, that before they are required to act up
on it, will have been, if not thoroughly or can
didly. at least extensively investigated. The

csfab’ishtttent of a punting press in Alfred, Í We know not who was (he architect, neither
will afford to the friends of that place, an op-1 __
have
3 we
weany
anyknowledge
knowledgeofofthe
thepersons
persons em
em
portunity of circulating throughout the conn- ployed
nloved in the erection of
ol this building. But
ty, the several reasons, why the present lo it is to us a matter of astonishment that any
cation is the most suitable. And from what one over whose heart avarice had not gained
our eyes have already seen and our ears the exclusive control, could have been so
heard, we can assure our fellow citizens, that brazen faced as to have presented to the tri
animated by all the motives which the most bunal by which these accounts were to be al
lively interests < an dictate, no exertions will lowed, bills, which according to our notions,
he spared by them, to set forth, in the most hmust have been so excessively exorbitant.
The whole expense of the York court house,
attractiveTight, the claims of Alfred.
As it is our intention to be fair and candid did not exceed 2500 dollars. The price of
in the discussion of this question, we have labor and materials was not at the period of
not attempted to impose upon the community the erection of this, in any degree higher
by the assumption of the signature of Ber than at the time when that in Alfred was
wick or South-Berwick, Shapleigh or Wa built. The quality of the materials, and the
terborough, or of any other town in the style of the workmanship of the former, is
County, but freely admit that we live in also far superior to those of the latter. We
Kennebunk, and that we feel ail tho interest cannot therefore conceive how ever the sum of
in this subject, which a question having such 3000 dollars, could have been expended arelaiion Io ourselves, is calculated to inspire. bout, a budding, like the Alfred court house ;
But however strongly our feelings may be the interior work of which is comparatively
inlisted in favor of our own town, we trust, nothing, but which in fact is but a mere shell,
that in consequence (hereof, we shall not be without paint or ornament. But, however
led to the adoption of means, otherwise than inconceivable the fact may be, it is not the
honourable, to induce any one to give bis less certain, that the people of this county,
vote for Kennebunk. There, certainly, can paid for that house, to say thé least, Jire thou
be on our part, no necessity for a resort to sand and five hundred dollars ; being not less
any unjustifiable, measures. All which can than three thousand dollars more than the
he required to effect a correct decision on cost of the court house at York. But this is
the question* is a fair representation of facts, not all. A short time before the subject of
and such deductions therefrom as arc most the removal of the courts, was agitated, it
natural and rational. These it will be our was said that this court house, expensive as
object to lay before the public. Wo may in it was, was in such a state of decay, as that a
deed come short of our wishes ; and, surely, new one would soon be necessary. Recently,
it would be presumption in us even to sup however, not a whisper has been beard on
ihat subject. But when the present storm is
pose that we shall do justice to the subject.
It will be our endeavour, as far as is prac ended, if tUey* escape “ a total ruin,” by hav
ing
all the court® safely moored in Alfred,
ticable, and consistent with our object, to avoid all personality. But our neighbours of the people may then expect to be called upon
Alfred w ill pardon us, if in the course of our for a yew building, which shall be more styl
remarks we should take occasion, to intro ish and which shall lighten them a little of
duce some circumstances connected with, that that superabundance of money, with which,
own or its inhabitants, which may nothing we in these partsMire so greatly burdened.
Let us now look a EKlc to the fire proof,
add to the honour of those connected with
diem. We shall, certainly-state nothing, for which has been more recently erected, and
the truth of which we cannot vouch, neither let us consider for a moment, what would be
shall we
sit down aught in malice.” For the probable expense of a building of this
we have no disposition,to present a false or description. We may not have been accu
rately furnished with its dimensions. Its
deceptive view of the question.
Some of our good friends in Alfred, have length, we believe is thirty eight feet, breadth
been rather vociferous in their complaints, twenty four, and height twenty. The walls
that the people o( Kennebunk are striving to of such a building including chimnies, and
deprive them of their birth right.
They making proper allowances for windows,
seem to consider that they have a claim, to doors, &c. would require about 62,000 bricks,
the courts of this county, as indisputable, as and the four safes about 20,000 more ; mak
(heir tide to the soil on which they live. ing 82,000 which at five dollars amounted to
--------- 00
8410
But, possibly, the gentlemen have forgotten,
how it came, er was brought about, that the Laying these briçks, including lime and
all
necessary
work
at
four
dollars
per
courts were ever located in that town; how
thousand,
----- 828 00
they acquired this title, which they now deem
81 84
so incontestable, that even the sovereign peo Underpining at sixty six cents per foot,
Laying
foundation,
-.
- .
00
o
____
, . ,.
ple have no right to divest them of it. Do
'Finishing four rooms including window
you remember gentlemen that the Courts were
frames and' sashes,
00
’
120
once h<>!dcn in Kennebunk? That we once
Finishing entry and Stairs,
75 00
had the honour of being a half-shire town of
Timber exclusive of frame for roof,
- 25 00
the County of York ? Such is the fact, And
Framing and completing roof,
- 120 00
if possession, in a case of this kind, gives a- Front Steps,
50 00
ny tide, Kennebunk, then had a claim as Extra work about safes
- 100 00
strong as any right which the people of Al Iron Doors for same,
250 00
fred can now have.
Glass for 17 windows and setting the
same
_
_
But let us look a little to the manner, in which
35 00
the removal from Kennebunk to Alfred, was ef Blinds,
34 00
fected. When this subject was agitated in the Iron work, posts, and incidentals,
50 00
Legislature of Massachusetts, as it was one of
much importance to the citizens of this county, a
SI753 84
These several items make up the whole
committee was apDointed to. visit the several towns,
and report to them the most eligible place for the building. And we believe, that the sum total is
permanent establishment of the courts.
The more than sufficient, to defray every expense
committee attended to the duty assigned them, which a building of this magnitude, would re
and reported unanimously in favor of Kennebunk. quire. But what has been its actual cost ? Has
And in 1800 they were located in this place. it been erected for Hi is sum ? On the contrary,
But in 1803, the people of Alfred not being sat instead of 1753, tho county has paid, on this
isfied, the matter was again brought before them. account, no less than three thousand seven
Mr. Holmes was then the representative from that hundred dollars, being more than double that
town, and strenuously advocated: their removal tó
amount. Here then is another sum of nearly
Alfred. • Bat maugre all his exertions, the Legis
two thousand dollars, drawn from the Treas
lature decided in favor of Kennebunk. The mat
ury, and of course from the pockets of the
ter was here supposed to be at rest. But Mr.
Holmes, who is always fruitful in expedients and people ; and for aught we can see without
any
necessity therefor. Well indeed may
skilful in stratagem, was not to be discouraged by
a single defeat. Fas aut nefas, the Courts were to the inhabitants of Alfred, be incessant in their
exertions,
to hold fast the privileges of be
be carried to Alfred. Accordingly the subject
was suffered quietly to slumber, until the repre ing the shire town, if such are the advanta
sentatives bom this part of the county had return ges to be derived from it. If they can real
ed to their homes. The gentleman then contrived ize a hundred per cent, on every sum which
to have the subject again called up, and by a sin the people of this County are necessitated to
gle vote obtained an act in favour of the location expend in that place, well may they say, that
at Alfred. And this is the honourable wayrin “ the courts are their Jiving.” But however
which the gentleman acquired their title, and thus tenaciously they may cling to these privileges,
Alfred became the shire town of the County of we are apprehensive that they are about to
York.
be taken from them, and giveqto other ser
The first objection which we shall urge to vants. The period predicted by a sage coun
the location of the Courts in Alfred, is the sellor in that town, at the time when this ed
enormous expense already incurred by the ifice was building, has arrived. Frophetic
County, from their partial establishment in indeed, was the declaration, (( Depend upon
that town. It is believed that the cost of the it, gentlemen, this building will one day rise
erection of the public buildings in Alfred, has up in judgment against us.” ’Tis not possi
exceeded by at least one half, what would ble, that the people of the County of York,
be considered a proper and liberal estimate. can longer continue to acquiesce in the impo
The bills, of the present court bouse, it is sition of burdens, which it is in their power
understood, amounted to about the sum of to avoid. Such a profusion of the public mo
six thousand dollars. We have not the sev ney can no longer find countenance with
eral itc*is of which this amount is made up, them.
and should therefore be much obliged to the
We have never been made acquainted,
gentlemen in Alfred, who can conveniently with the cost of the gaol, neither have we, at
have access at any time to the county files, to present, any means of ascertaining it. Elay them before the public. The publication nough however is known, for our purposes al
of them at the present time, we doubt not, this time. But nineteen ytars have elapsed,
would afford to the community some useful since this building Was erected, probably at
aid in making up their minds on the question an expense of
r i five to eight thousand dol
before them. The amount, en gros, we be lars. And a
.han a year since, as ap
lieve is not far from what we have stated. peared by cis
issued from the town of

Alfred, this gaol was adjudged by the Court
of Sessions, to be in « a decaying condition
and insufficient,” and a new one was ordered
to be built. Whereas that in York, u hich was
built ten years previous, is in a good cundi.
t
r these til Ings ?
tion, and but little affected by age. Tbs
1 p<>*i"k,"!KENNEBUNK.
fact is, that a gaol built of suitable materials,
and faithfully finished, ought to last fifty, 0|. i
even an hundred years! But supposing that!
the people had submitted to the necessity of j
building a new one in Alfred a year since,
and that the York gaol had also been in *
like state of decay, (although the probability
is, that H will be safe for many years to
! Èg adeprecution m
come), and that it had lasted even but th
1
J Xypretendi much
ten years longer, than that in Alfred. What
then would have been the difference in (fog
expense, actually incurred by the County?
Very evidently, the amount of the interest on
Ì
Pu^ed up
the cost, for that space of time. And stippo«.
ing each of them originally to have cost 6000
dollars, the gaol in Alfred has now cost the
people, three thousand six hundred dollars d
w
more than that in York. But the case is
ri
S times
C5 past, pledged
r” «
still stranger. To say the least this gaol W
should be made.
should have lasted forty years, as probably
lattoniX J! bit, or like the dog
will be the case w ith that at York. At the
»rth' *leilhC
expiration of that time, the former will have
cost,no less than eight thousand dollars, more 2 ’^^’ m ehensions, a certain nattonal
than the latter. Or to make the case more
& and still more preposrtplain, if a new one were now to be built in c
UYork and the towns in
that town, which should be of no longer du d
ration than the present (and we certainly
i!
removal to that town,
should have no reason to calculate on a Ion,
ger existence) and of course another then be o Mfoneutd
11*5 that however the question
required, the public will then have built three 1;0 I»
tetSÌSgaols in Alfred, during the life of the present
one in York, This is no chimera, no fiction
of the imagination. The fact is undeniable,
that in the end the gaol in Alfred will have
cost this county, eight thousand dollars, mote
than that at York.
■
While on this subject of expense, it mgy ! MorAW must be the place where our
taed-recoilect that this question
JiImid-recollect
question is_
not be improper to suggest, that, for the pur . S
i Xatohewhohas thehardihood to assert
pose of building up the town of Alfred, all the
t mtrarc tow
acts t!!e P?“0./
region round about., has been intersected, cut
ti Letiwt a fewartful and designing individuals in
up, and harrassed with roads, to lead through I Ataffitiity may in times past boasted to
that place. To magnify their own village, II lone, anylougergovern and direct the will of a
and to make themselves a great people, the 5 wtypssw the reigns of your own govinhabitants of Alfred have considered it as of t up« asfee and independent citizens, and
no sort of importance that the interests of the li Aerespect for yoor own judgment and opinfarmer should be sacrificed, his farm cut up, ti adbeootdeceived by such deceptive arguments
and himself burdened with enormous taxes. « 1W’ junto are making use of, arguments so
¡1 to r«W common sense.
The town of Lyman will ever have reason to
SACO
lament the day, whe * the^Jaw was enacted,
making Alfred a half-shire town.
If such has been the expense, which has
already attended the location of the courts in
ŒD4F, JULY 30,18®4.
Alfred, our citizens should reap such, instruc
tion therefrom, as to lead them hereafter, to a
FM EUROPE.
course more consistent with their interest?.
If by the decision of the people, the courts
ifpool Papers, lo June 16, have been
should all be established in Alfred, what r |iH New-York.
guaranty have the community against the
Most jmporfant Pohfca) OctnnTnceR
continuation of those grievious and unneces a k«I, is- the abrupt dismissal of (he late
sary burdens, with which they have long been 1 Btoter of Foreign Affairs.—-What
oppressed ? If such should be tho event of tl tliismay have on the policy of the nathe present controversy, have we not 011 the li iijillobe learnt. It may raise new
contrary, tho strongest reason to believe i 1 i*S. America and in Hayti.
when these gentlemen have been secured io
imI interesting Commercial News
th© possession of all the advantages incident t is lbs intended intercourse between
to the shire-town, that these burdens, instead 4 I WBritish America, and the continof being diminished, will be doubly augment ‘ Mfin^Britaintotbe S. American
ed. “ If these things are done in the green II
and Trade. •
tree, what will bo done in the dry.”
disappointed to command on the
Before concluding these observations, al
I Station, m the Jupiter, 60. The
though it is not connected with this part of our
■lOMs fitting for Lisbon.—Lt. Cook
subject, we cannot refrain from noticing a re
cent attempt to trample upon the rights of our
sailed
citizens, unparalleled, in the history of finesse
RW lor St. John. Got. Douglas,
and intrigue. By a letter from York, we un . 18niOT1ck> is a passenger. Nine
derstand, that a proposition has been made io
that town, Kittery and Elliot by certain gentle
,.....
« oicanj
men of Alfred, that if the inhabitants of those
towns would remain neutral, or be silent and
take no side, either by vote or otherwise, enthe
7'ffotlommonsjias 10«
present question, that they would make the Le
gislature, yes, the Legislature of the Stale of
Maine, in violation of every principle of duty
and common sense, repeal the resolve relating
to this [subject and quash the whole proceed
ings, under jt, ab initio ; and that the courts,
the vole of the people notwithstanding, should
SPAIN.
still be continued at York. We are happy
to learn, that this proposition, so insulting to
o rel,rescnt that ill.
the understanding of the citizens of those J?"’ ll"asstated h P108/^P^^bie
towns, so revolting to the feelings of every ! f9MstsandFanhf a arsc ParV
upright and honest man, was viewed by them,
with the utmost indignation and contempt, m
; iwa?ainst the
. .......................................................................................
We
indeed, from what has already reached Ca
í “Wrift London
i br therSun ul
us from Alfred, were prepared to expect al Jo,
hhI? Hto.
most any thing from that quarter. But it is ¡i0 i
W, byit^n.Sai? that th«
almost incredible that any gentlemen of that
■» , . insula n i8 ,n,(ludou& inva
town of whose faith the inhabitants of the
southern part of the county|have before had «ft
a trial, should have bad the effrontery to Ua
have made to them, a proposition so repug". »1 ft
nant to their duty as good citizens, and so
J; “Ohe conclusion.”
marked for its baseness and folly. Even if
the gentlemen did possess this protruded offlina
all ti F.ABIS> Jcne
nipotance, we doubt, whether the inhabitants
l>een .'"'“UiRenco fi-on
of York would bo inclined to put much faith 1 .* *

!
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in their promises.
But, these gentlemen
Cuesita
may rest assured, that, as certain as thesis
“fr ''’ftut ! "*’6'-“1 Parti
shines in heaven, “ which ever way the tree
falls there it will lie.” If the people, by * «ft
ft
single vote, decide that the courts shall
holden in Kennebunk, not all the powers
him of Alfred-, will be able to reverse that de
cision. An J if a majority is found in fa^< .
fr^riand ar*AIlîs» Jüîîe 7.
of Alfred, that place will as certainly becom®
the shire-town of the County of York.

ft

■ Pereas U1ati nV,|e%i
'^'■’¡■'■«ivus, A"'1’*
but

affecu

a gaol built of
^idred yea,.S! g “Mi,
,lad submitted t(J
one in AlfJ ®
be York gaol had

how should this attempt be viewed by those
towns who have voted almost unanimously in
favour of the location of the Courts in one
place. Inhabitants of Limington, Cornish,
Buxton, Hollis, Biddeford, Saco, Wells, Ly
man, South-Berwick, Berwick, Sanford and
Limeyicli, what think ye of these things ?
KENNEBUNK.

fulfils, ad interim, the duties of tbs minister
of foreign affairs. This victory is particu
larly remarkable, inasmuch as it places in a
strong point of view a truth not hitherto sus
pected.—This is, that the influence of Eng
land is much greater than the influence of
Russia in the French Cabinet, at present.

450 Regulars and 1100 Militia (Fantees) and
all that escaped were 25 men and two Offi
cers, Brevet Major Ricket and Lieut. Ers
kine ; that the Ashantees quartered Sir Ch’s,
and it was said the King had takgn his scull
for a Helmet ! the force of the Ashantetes was
supposed to be about 11,000,

Administrator's
O Y virtue of a Licence from the Judge of Probate
, for the Count? of York, to sell sb much of th
real estate of Jeremiah Hill, Esq. late of Biddeford
deceased, as will raise the sum of eight hundred and
sixty-five dedars, and also by another license from the
said Judge to sell .so much of the real estate of Mai k
L. Hill, or said Biddeford deceased, as will raise the
sum of twenty-one hundred and fifty Dollars.
rhe following real estate will be sold at Public
Vendue on Saturday the 4th day of September next,
at one of foe clock afternoon, at the house of Rufus
Banks Innholder in Saco, viz.
Aoout 150 Acres of Land, at a place called Wintef
Harbour, adjoining lands of William Benson, and oth
ers in Biddeford in lojs to suit purchasers.
A field or lot of land, bounded bn á lane and on
lands of Jere. Hill and Others, marked Out on a plan
in nous* lots.
Two wharf lots, with the Hatts and privt'edge.
A lot of land about 52 acres, part of the fynp
lot so called.
a
y "
i
an^ dVchái d adjwning lands of the heirs
or John Pike and others.
Haifa lot of land in Biddeford and Arundel, which
said Jere. Hili and Mark L. Hill bought of Samuel
Parkman.
c4,1s.°» rauch of the other half as lies in the town
of Biddeford.
Also, part »fthe Tyng lot so called, lying in tlie
towtfof Biddeford and adjoining the lands befóte men
tioned bought of S. Parkman.
Half a house and about one quarter of an acre of
land, where Samuel Tarbox now lives.
Also, all the lands in the town of Arundel and Ken
nebunk-Port, belonging to the heirs of said Jeremiah
Hill deceased, lying in common with the other
lands.
All the above lands will be sold in lots to suit pur
chasers.
Conditions will be made known at the time and
place of sale, where a more particular description and
plan of the lands will be exhibited.
f Administrators' on
I the Estate of JereI rniah Hid, Esq. deSAMUEL FEÍRSON,
ceased with the Will
JONATHAN KING.
annexed, and ad
ministrators on thi
Estate of Mask L.
. L77/ deceased.
Biddeford, July jo, 1824.

LATEST FROM FRANCE.
A British vessel arrived at Havana, 2?th
Mr. Remich—We learn that certain characters 1 The packet ship Queen Mab, Capt. Richards,
from Alfred, or in the interest of that town, are trav arrived at New-York, oa Sunday last, from Hav June, on her way to England, in 19 days
from Alvarado, with about one million of dol
elling the rounds of the county, and sending forth pit
iful lamentations relative to the question about to be ta re, bringing advices to the 18th June, and from lars in specie.
ken in regard to the final location of the courts ; repre Paris, to the 14th. Capt. Richards states, that it
senting the great disadvantage it would be to certain was not known when La Fayette would embark
NAVAL.
individuals in Alfred in case of the courts being re for this country, and is of opinion that he would
I have been the difv e'1
The U. S. sloop of war Ontario, Capt.
moved to Kennebunk, by causing a depreciation in not be ready so soon as the first of July.
dually ¡„rui,.ei|k '"«<i
Nicholson,
sailed
from New-York on Thurs
the value of their real estate—They pretend very tnuch
There was 00 particular news in France. A
y, the amount ,;t J“ '
to regret that ever a petition was got up for their re successor to Chateaubriand, bad not been appoint day last fur the Mediterranean.
moval,
but
as
said
petition
originated
in
Alfred,
they
^ "'atsparooftimt. J*
have no one to blame but themselves, and if they lose ed. Disturbances continued in Spain.
I them 0tisi,la|| t
«<1
SACO FALLS,
Boston Gaz.
the courts, they must attribute it to their breach of faith,
e S»“11" AlfreJ
We umkrstand that a survey has been
and unjustifiable machinations. Yet when puffed up
with the idea of certainty in obtaining the courts, they
New-Orleans papers to the 4th of July have made of Cults’ Island and the water priyelidid not think of the disadvantage or inconvenience that been received. The steam boat which arrived on
that ,n l„tk B|lt
would result to York, Kittery and Elliot from their the 1st, confirmed the previous accounts of the ges contiguous, in the town of Saco and Bid
,er. 10 say the .
removal to Alfred—It was sufficient if they could ob great rise of the waters in the upper country. deford, by Nathaniel Baldwin, Esquire.
e lasted forfy ve
tain them by any means, however mean and deceptive ;
aUHP
though, I am informed they in times past, pledged The weather had been extremely warm for the
themselves that such an attempt never should be made. last ten days, the parallel of which had not been
of that time, the ftWn
Now finding the biter is like to be bit, or like the dog known for fifteen years—-serious consequences were
s than e-ig.d. thousand dolJ
and shadow, they, in grasping at the whole of the apprehended. The deaths from the 22d to the
MARRIED—In York, on Tuesday evening
dter. Or to make the« ' Courts are in a fair way to lose what they before
28th June, were fifty-two, three of which were by
new one were now to b6
had—Under these apprehensions, a certain national malignant fever. Freights continued low_ there last, by Alexander McIntire, Esq. Elder Samu
which should be of no d
character from among them is now on a mission, en was but little business doing—and many vessels el Junkins aged 55, to the fascinating Mrs. Ol
ive Williams, aged 35.
About 6 months
1 the present (and we CJ; deavouring to play off another and still more preposte had left the port in ballast.
rous game on the people of York, and the towns in
since this fond couple were spiritually united, but
'e no reason to calculate on i its vicinity by pledging himself and others in Alfred,
the
measure
not
coinciding
with
our civil institu
ire) and of course another J i that if they will vote fer their removal to that town,
MORE PIRACIES.
tions, and to prevent a clamour that was likely to
Imj pub he will then have M ’ or remain neutral in rhe approaching contest, that he
The Portland Argus contains a letter from arise, in consequence of their continuing in this
Ifred, during the life of (J’ ‘ or they will use their best efforts for the courts to re Capt. Daniel Hood, ol brig Castor, confirm
way, they were induced to be married legally or
k» This is no chimera, J > main £s they now are, and that however the question ing the account of his capture. Ho was as they express, “ after the manner of the beast."
may be decided by the people, the doiags of the peo
gination. The fact ¡S1^
“ Omnia vincit amor; et nos cedamus amori.” j
pie shall be (speaking-in his own language) “ quashed” kept in confinement 11 hours. They then
end the gaol in Alfred wil)' Powerful indeed 1 !
cut his cable, ordering him to make sail, but
At Drewsville., N. H. Mr. Jared Chapin, aged I
Felltw Citizens, of York, Kittery and Eliot, be not retained his boats.—The next morning he eighty, to Miss Sally Fasset, aged twenty. Thia
junty, eight thousand dofc |
deceived by such absurd pretentionseven though they fell in with brig Friendship, Capt. Hopkins, beats all nater. What could have induced the
it York.
n this subject of expense, j | emanate from ^calculating genius ofthe great sena from Boston, who being armed protected hinj young lady to throw herself into the arms of so
tor—Be assured 'that the present question is decisive ;
rnper to suggest, that,« i Kennebunk or Alfted must be the place where our to Havana, where he arrived the 2d July. old a man ?
0 I 'twas Love, 'twas Love 1
courts will be located—recollect that this question is Capt. Hood, also learnt that the pirates eupI ding up the town of Alfred
1U
Love ruled and she obey'd.
nd auouL
about., naa
has been
been infiJl
inter'* decisive and that he who has the hardihood to assert tured two brigs, one ship, and a schr. He
In Andover, Mr. Abraham J. Gould, of the
■mmm! will, mn.i. . . . i
the contrary knows that he acts the part of decep- adds that he was becalmed off the coast ui
rp
1 .5°a( S’. a
tion—Lee not a few artful and designing individuals in
firm of Flagg & Gould, printers, to Miss Mary
lo magnify tbeir 0^1^ Alfred, whatever they may in times past boasted to Cuba nine days find did not see one of our B. Brown, of Tewksbury.
:e themselves a great pt"* have done, any longer govern and direct the will of a cruizers, nor was tbere^one about Matanzas
of Alfred have ConsiileJ who!e county > assume the reigns of your own gov- or Havana.
TAN TED immediately at this Office, for a
mportance that the intjj ern!nent
eminent,
-act
act asasfree
free and
and indeDendent
independent Cltizens
citizens,
- and
and
Brig Betsey Dole, Capt. Rainey, arr. at
few weeks, a Journeyman Printer, who can
have a due respect for your own judgment and opin New London 16th inst. from Matanzas. On
work
at Case and Press;
uld be sacrificed, his famm r ions, and be not deceived by such deceptive arguments
DIED—In Kennebunk-Port, on Monday
the
morning
she
left
that
port,
being
only
a•—ALSO—
f burdened with enurwj
as the Alfred junto are making use. of, arguments so
morning last, Mr. Joseph Warren Perkins,
An Appientice at the Printing business from
bout one and a half mile from one ofthe forts, merchant, of the firm of J. G. & J. W. Perkins,
Lyman will ever bav«^
hostile to reason and common sense.
14
to
16
years
of
age.
—It is necessary that he
the
brig
was
boarded
by
a
two
mast
boat
SACO
aged 22.
day, whe<f thejaw wastQ
with seven men. They were all armed with
In Berwick, Miss Mercy Fogg, youngest should have a good common school education, and
(red a half-shire town.
that
his
habits
and
morals
are correct. For fur
muskets, pistols, and long knives.
They daughter of Joseph Fogg, Esq.
ias been the expanse,
1
ther particulars apply at this Office.
took from Don Pedro de Azcaray, a passen
In Philadelphia, Tench Coxe, Esq. aged 69,
tended the location ofW i
Kennebunk Gazette-Office, July 30, 1824.
ger, an elegant watch and eighteen doubloons formerly very active as a politician and writer.
r citizens should reap sach I
SATURDAY, JULY SO, 1824.
—about one hundred dollars in doubloons
In Dublin, Mr. Sheekleton, Demonstrator of
rom, as to lead them lieraafte
which had been sent by a captain to his wife Anatomy to the Royal College of Surgeons,
re consistent with their ink
FROM EUROPE.
in Hartford, and the principal part of the Whilst engaged in delivering a lecture, raising a
ecision of the people, thei i.
Liverpool Papers, to June 16, have been
DOCT. T? PARSONS,
clothes belonging to Capt. Rainey. They knife at the time, he slightly cut his finger, which
be established in Alfralr received at New-York,
had eollected a number of other articles on was thus innoculated with virulent matter from
have the community agui
The most important f’olitrcal Occurrences
Surgeon Dentistfrom Boston.
the deck, which they left, being hurried off the subject he was lecturing upon. Inflammation
YJ ESPECTFULLY offers his professional services
)n of those grievious and ais announced, is the abrupt dismissal of the late
by a brig standing in, said to be a brig from wan suddenly brought on and he expired in a few At to the Ladies and Gentlemen of Kennebunk'
ns, with which they havehij! French Minister of Foreign Affairs.—What
days.
for four days only ; those who mhy have occasion, for
? If such should be the q | effect this may have on the policy of the na- Portland, which they were seen to board ;
At Baltimore, Mr. Wm. H. Webster, come his assistance will please to apply at Mr. Towle’s late
and immediately with all her sails set, she
t controversy, have wenoU tion, is yet to be learnt. It may raise new
dian ; well known as a vocalist throughout the Jefferds Tavern.—Ladies can be waited on at their
was seen steering for the shore. Don Pe U. States.
6
the strongrst reason toil I hopes in S. America and in Hayti,
own houses.
dro de Azcary died on the tenth day out, aIn Oxford, (N. H.) Mr. Daniel Tillotson, aDr. P. inserts Artificial Teeth, from a single one
The
j gentlemen have been seem I
”
’2 most* ’interesting
*
‘...... Commercial News ged 24.
ged 73, the first man who was married in that to a whole set, in the neatest and most durable man
sion of all the advantages m ' regards the intended intercourse between
From C( HAVANA, July 6, A vessel town.
ner. Removes the tartar. Cleans and renders the
e-town, that these burden^ t China and British America, and the contin
from Omoa reports the capture of a piratical
Teeth white and beautiful, if ever so foul or discolor
In Havana, Midshipman Gregory Purcell, of ed,
minished, will be doubly am ued devotion of Britain to the S. American schooner, by a British brig of war, and that
without the least pain or injury. Braces the re
the U. S. Navy, aged 19.—Mr. Moses Safford, laxed gums, and prevents their bleeding. Plugs and
hese things are done tn tliej 1. Independence and Trade. •
most of her ci-ew were on their way to Ja aged 21, of Kittery.
mends Teeth when partially decayed—prevents their
will bo done in the dry^ I
Ad. Lake is appointed to command on the
maica for trial and execution. It is reported
further decay, and renders them equally serviceable
concluding these obseni j Halifax Station, in the Jupiter, 60. The
that the Colombian squadron is at Pensacola.
with sound teeth. Extracts broken and decayed
s not connected with this j Boyne, 104, is fitting for Lisbon.—Lt. Cook
SfflP KIEWS,
stumps, and performs every necessary operation on
—A Spanish frigate, and three smaller men
has
been
promoted
at
the
request
of
the
King
; cannot refrain from wiV I
„ of war have sailed to intercept them. Vera
the teeth and gums.
PORT OF KENNEBUNK.
T. P. has been regularly educated to the profession
d to trample upon Hie
«jr
Portugal. The Samarang, 28, has sailed Cruz continues to be cannonaded, at leisure
and in the constant practice of it for more than thirty
iparalleled, in the hislor^j from England for St. John.. G
G-*
ot. Douglas,
hours. There have been no American cruizMEMORANDA.
years.
He is perfectly acquainted with the anatomy
for
N.
Brunswick,
is
a
passenger.
Nine
te. By a letter Mm
Ners here since the JYeaxle. Business dull.
Left at Demerara, June 26, brig Orestes, Na of the parts and with every method of fixing artificial
at a proposition hasitn 4 men
w*r aPPcar t0 be u,,de1, orders for the The city not unusually unhealthy.”
teeth. His prices will be moderate, and he will war
son, for Kennebunk, 12 days.
1 and
1 I 1Elliot 611^^
f
»nil a and
stäam
nan Lot*-had
Kittery
Mediterranean,
a steam
packet«aiL
had sailCapt. Gordon from Havana, for Portland spoke rant the utility and success of his operations.
,
• 7 Lj. .iw, ed for Algiers. Several Savings Banks have
N. B-—A few boxes of the AFRICAN TOOTH
, sch. Commerce, of Boston, fishing, and enquiring
ANOTHER VESSEL BURNT.
-ed, that if the
POWDER, the most sovereign remedy for diseases
been
established
in
Br.
Regiments.
her Capt. the bearings and distance of Cape ofthe Teeth and Gums.
Id remain neutral, or in W ;
Sch. Harriet, of Stopnington, from North of
'
I
The
Br.
IL
of
Commons,
has,
108
to
38,
e, either by vote or olliwM ;
—His reply was, “ If you want to ask ques
Carolina, with a cargo of 600 barrels naval Cod
'
Kennebunk, July 31.
✓
'.stion, that they would nwW j refused to take up the subject of impressmentt stores, took fire on the night of the 12th, and tions,
’
come under my lee—ifyou don't know manners,
I" for future wars.”
I'll
teach
you.
”
fes, the Legislature oj fa
>
burnt to the water’s edge, the crew escaping
violation of every j/ràciM » A. commission to settle British Claims for in the stern boat, and getting on board the
Spanish spoliations has been consented to by ship Fayette, bound into New-York. Casu
m sense, repeal thè ’’eso'Bi
the King of Spain.
alty occasioned by a black sailor leaving a
HpO be sold at Public Auction by license from
¡ect and quash
-®- the Supreme Judicial Court, on Monday
lamp burning in the forecastle.
- it, ab initio ; and that
|
SPAIN.
E the subscribers being appointed by the the 23d day of August next, at ten o’clock in the
the people notwilhstandiw
The
accounts
from
Spain
represent
that
illHon.
Jonas
Clark,
Esq.
Judge
of
Probate
for
forenoon
on the premises, The Dyer farm so cal
The ship Constitution, which arrived yes
itinued at York., We
the County of York, Commissioners to receive led
andin HoUis, improved by Stephen Mann, con
iat this proposition, so W fated country as being in the most deplorable terday from New-Orleans, discovered on the examine the claims of the creditors to the estate of
condition. It was stated that a large party 5th inst. inlat. 24 21, Ion. 83 45, a boat ataining One hundred and thirty acres, with a
landing of the citizen H
JOHN HILL,
of Ultra Royalists and Fanatics were prepar drift, with three dead bodies in it, which
Dwelling House and Barn thereon, as by Deed
revolting to the feelings1 r
late of Hollis i n said county Yeoman, deceased, rep
of Benjamin Dyer, dated ¡March 29, 1815. Re
d honest mon,
f ed to join in insurrection against the King’s were thrown overboard. Some clothing was resented insolvent, and six months from the twelfth
authority, and to support his brother Don also found in the Boat marked as follows,— day of July instant being allowed for the creditors to corded, Book 93, Page 33, 34.
trnost indignation and R
ON Tuesday the 24th day of August next, at
, from what has already j Carlos for the throne. The London Sun of Two pair of trowsers, marked R. Cummings bring in and prove their claims hereby give notice
June jOth says,
We often said that the —1 bag marked M. G.—3 razor cases—I that we shall attend for that purpose at the house of Eleven o’clock, A. M. at the House of Rufus
Ifred, were prepared to <
Fren h government, by its iniquitous inva new razor strop of E. Pomeroy’s make—a George Dennet, in Hollis on the first Saturday of Sep Banks, Innholder in Saco, A Lot of Land in
hing from that quarter. [
tember and November and on the twelfth day of Jan Bridgton, in the County of Cumberland, being
sion of the Peninsula, had instead of serving, brush marked M. H.—other articles of uary next from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
part of Lot numbered two, in the fourth Range
redible that any gen
inflicted a deep aud fatal stab on the security clothing marked S. W. S.—J. E. D.—R. P,
STEPHEN HOPKINSON,
lose faith the inha^l
containing twenty acres.
GEORGE DENNET.
art of the county^ b 1 of crowned heads ; and the dispositions ’ now —H. C —a vest marked B. ; an English
—ALSO—
Hollis, July 50, 1824.
Manifested by the Spanish Servilles is anoth musket, a hammer, and a tin pot marked
A Tract of Land in Hollis, containing One
oiild have bad the e
er proof of the soundness of the conclusion.” John Shilley. The Boat, to all appearance
hundred
and
eighty
Acres, as by Deed of George
to them, a proposi ion s J
belonged to a man of war, was painted black,
FOWLING PIECES.
Frnst, dated October 20, 1802.
ir duty as good atijen
Taris, June 7.
had a number of double headed shot fo£ bal For Sale by
Being the property of Almira Cleaves, a Minor,
• its baseness and tony ,I
The following is all the intelligence from last two sails, was sloop rigged, the mast un
and sold for her benefit.
ien did possess this pre J
[, Spain which I have been able to collect.
Conditions of Sale will be liberal, and a long
shipped, and a step for a jib. There were GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & Co
we doubt, whether
■
The Apostolic Junta continues its manoeua few warranted Fowling Pieces made in London* Credit given for approved security.
raid bo inclined to p«* • »Ties with the greatest ardour in several parts some biscuit in her which was all the provis Price 86 only.
JONATHAN KING, Guardian.
romises.
But, th« Jf of. the'kingdom. its agents have proclaimed ions seen, and an empty demijohn. The men
Kennebunk, July »3, 1854.
Saco, July 21, 1824.
must have perished for want of water.
soured, that, as £«■'«> „ tharles V. (that is, Don Carlos, the brother
N. Y. Mer. Adv.
eaven, «
UÌJI of the King), in Galicia, Arragon, and ‘Catait win li«.”
y| • Ionia.
The t)rig Ruby, Shute, has arrived at this
. decide that the
J
HEREAS Mr. JOSEPH WASHBURN has
port, in 37 days from St. Jago, Cape de
[ennebunk, notali » j
left my house without any provocation I here GREENOUGH, BOD WELL, & Co.
TARIS, JUNE 7.
Verds
A gentleman from the Isle de Loss,
by forbid all persons from harbouring or trusting him AVE received an additional stock of GOODS,
red, svili be able tor !
M. de. Chateaubriand, accused of hawing informed the supercargo of the Ruby, that
on „my account, as I shall pay no debts of his contract,d fa majority isf
J
of all descriptions, which they offer for Sale
promoted the rejection of the Rentes, is dis the force under Sir Ch’s M’Carthy, when he ing.
BENJAMIN WHITTEN.
at very low prices for good pay.
tat place will a» « “k' missed from the ministry, and M. de Viltelle
Kennebunk-Port,
July 22, 1824.
was attacked by the Ashantees, amounted to
r
, Kennebunk, July »3,1814/ '
nvB-of the County of1

tarantini.

Journeyman Printer.
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Operations on the Teeth.

Heal Estate at Auction.
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JUST PUBLISHED,

idolaters, using and mixing idolatrous cere- THE
monies with Hebrew. They circumcise their
,
BOOH ’
own children. They observe the great ex- -Vokk ss. At aCorirt of Probate held atKimrbunk, ON A NEW, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING I’ltN,
piation-day of the Hebrews, and call them ^thin and for said County, on the twelfth day oj
From the Liverpool Mercury.
By S. W. COLE.
selves white Jews, They speak of the Ara '«KTHEREAsVoshua Hubbard, Executor of the last
Extract of a Letter from Rev. ])r. Payson, of
bian Jews as their brethren. They use the
W
will and testament of Joanna Winn, late of
might MAKES RIGHT.
Portland, to the Author.
prayer, Dent. vi. 4. “ Hear, O Israel, the
Wells in said County, deceased, has this day present
" A SPARROW, perch’d upon a bough,
“ I have examined the Columbian Spellinq
Lord our God is one Lord,’’ &c. They have ed a petition for license to sell so much of the deceas
Lied a poor beetle creep below,
B
ook
,
with
?ome attention, and am much pleased
no* priest or Lev its amongst them, - under ed’s feal estate, as may be necessary for the payment
kr.d pick’d it up. ‘ Ah, spare me, spare 1
withit
Itiappears to be well adapted to lecih- .
those, names, hut elders and a chief in each of her iust debts and incidental charges.
I’he insect prayed ; but vain its Pr“yer;
ORDERED, that the said Executor notify ad per tate the task of the iostfbeter, and the progress of
Sh
« Wretch 1’ cries the murderer ‘ hold thy tongue, community, who superintend their religious sons interested to.appear at this Court to oe holden
the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt, not that
concerns. They expec^the Messiah, and
* For thou art weak, and I am strong.’
at York, on the second Monday of August next, by it will obtain, admission into our schools.”
be
to return to their own land.
I
puBblSHED BY
causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
CArisfimi ITatcJhnan.
in theS Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, From Rev. Thomas Jameson, Preceptor of Ifdei
A hawk beheld him and in haste
three weeks successively ; prior to the said sec^
fngham, fM. H.) Academy.
Sharpens his beak for a repast,
,
Monday of August next: that they may then and
WANT OF PUNCTUALITY. _
“ With much pleasure, I have examined the
And pounces plump upon him. ‘ O,
tic
**'«'» ¡>aP'r‘discMt,”“ed
Few things tend more to aliénai© friend there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinioa
Exclaims the sparrow', ‘ let me go 1
( Fr
the said license should notbe 8™«^,
the work is excellent. The matter in general is
‘ Wretch 1’ cries the murderer,' hold thy tongue, ship, than a want of punctuality in our en
s tfg”’ -— _____
gagements. I have known the breach of a
For thou art weak, and I am strong?
good, and its arrangement is superior to any work
A true Co„. Attest,
thacher,
.
I ba,
that I have seen of the kind. I think it well apromise to dine or sup, break up more than
one intimacy. A disappointment of this kind
The hawk was munching up his prey,
daptedtothe capacities of children, and would,
July 16, 1824thu
■
■
cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an earankles in the mind ; it cuts up cur pleasures
When a stout eagle steer’d that way,
, (|tatsn««?r«w?“ SU’fa'S
And seized upon him. ‘ Sure, comrade,^
(those rare events in human life, which should York, ss. At a Cfurt of Probate, held at Kennet lightened public.”
>¥<
bunk, within and for said county, on the tweljtn
You’ll spare my life—we’re both a trade
not be sported with) it not only deprives us
From I. W. Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy
Wi
• Wretch 1’ cried the murderer,» hold thy tongue, of the expected gratification, but renders us
day of July A. D. 1824. , . .
.
r ,
T
tUtUIERS,
D.
D.
in
Kennebunk.
WHEREAS
Betsey
Smith,
administratrix
of
the
For thou art weak, and I am strong.’
ant
unfit for and out of humor with every other ;
An attentive and careful examination of the
estate of Israel Smith, late of Lyman, in said
vir
it makes us think our society not worth hav County, Yeoman deceased, has this day presented a Columbian Spelling Book, its method and
. Jiti sew«’ cwcl“lle’ w'"'.
A sportsman saw the eagle fly,
far
ing, which is not the way to make us delight petition for license to sell so much of the said deceas arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my
He shot, and brought him from the *ky ;
at
ed with our own thoughts; it, lessens our ed’s real estate as may be necessary for the payment opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the
The dying bird could only groan,
of
his
just
debts
and
incidental
charges;
and
also
a
self-esteem, and destroys our confidence in
of]
progress of youth as any book of the kind with
« Tyrant 1 what evil have I done ?’
for an allowance to be made her as widow of
, others ; and, having leisure on our hands, petition
s
which I am conversant, and as such I cordially
' LeeiWl« be standi',- <>" !he ily
* Wretch 1’ cries the murderer,‘ hold thy tongue,
said deceased out of his personal estate.
.
(by being thus left alone) and sufficient prov
the
ORDERED, That the said administratrix notify recommend it to the patronage oHhe>
< For thou art weak and I am strong.’
. UteiW”OTW ; and lha‘
ocation withal, we employ it in raking up the all
, persons interested to appear at this Court to be
the
I
gwii*M'
sawilllu
"
<la
"
1
'
e
s
.'"
‘
‘
holden
at
Alfred
on
the
first
Monday
of
September
fauhs of the acquaintance, who has played us 1
Kennebunk, July *21, 18%.
’Tis thus that man to man behaves ;
¿«M’ndill tkblMU'gs bis
this slippery trick, and in forming resolutions next, by causing an attested copy of this order, to be
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,
Witness the planter and his slaves.
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kerr wholesale and retail at the Book Stores of James
, WOuW,sralt«r«l in prolusion sob
to
pick
a
quarrel
with
him
the
very
first
op

’Tis thus that state oppresses state,
tea
nebunk, three weeks successively ; prior to the said
II
portunity we can find. Table Talk.
And infant freedom meets its fate.
first Monday of September next: that they may then K. Remich, Kennebunk ; Isaac Adams, Wm
t
t"Slllt»“S “"I a ha!’w' ant
and there appear, and shew cauee, if any they have, Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel
Lou. New Monthly Magazine.
Naples and Spain must hold their tongue,
( rfoljH“6 ,his 1,1 bc ,lie hot
why the said license should not be granted and said don, Gardiner ; William M. Ladd, Augusta ;
For Austria, France, and Co. are strong.
j« ilctalerollliesfene
upon the
side
William Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & K.
allowance made.
,
icwieroiwc mk upuu
un. o.uv
.
To keep of or drive awrty bed Bugs.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
•| contemplation ; and that on the other, ! I’1'*’
Make a strong decoction of red pepper, when
Gardner. Hallowell.
A true Copy. Attest,
[1 illlie verge oniitgund planet 0» which spe
ripe, and apply it with a common paint brush to
July, 23, 1824.
GEO. THACHER, Reg\.
TAe Bnelist subdued by a Yankee.
Jthe joints of the bedstead, and wainscoting, &c.
h «situated,he could descry nothing but cita
July 16, 1824.
A scotch major, who had been so success- where these odious insects usually resort, and it
j k awl ¿fata unknown. Think
fj with his sword as to fight several duels will speedily kill or expel them.
a itlotnO a voluntary adieu to
At a Court of Prebate held at Kennebunk within and
‘
Am. Farmer.
with repeated success, but who, on account
il e brightness and all that were before The
for the county of York- on the twelfth day of July
of his extreme desire for quarrelling when a
|j ¡Meartl),anil commit himself to the 1
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
Another method.
little intoxicated, and for his boasted courage
It WsnlMeaaay from it? Would he j
j
twenty-four.
Make a strong decoction of bassafras roots, and
was deserted and despised by bis brother offi
!e ih^leddwellingplaces, and become j <<
it to your bedsteads. It will certainly kill* O OBERT KIMBALL, named/Executor in a cercers, care one evening into a largo company. apply
.
jUL tain instrument purporting to be the last will
a yy wanderer through the fields of no- a u
There happened to be present a yankee, an ,or drive the bugs.
and testament of David Kimball, late of Wells, in
a | II space offered him nothing but a hBd
officer in the same regiment. This yankee
said county, Yeoman deceased, having presented the
HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which has
« jtss, would lie for it abandon the home - j t ¡m 1
FLEAS.
re hted, among other things, the failure of a
same for orcbate :
..
.
, n •
stood the test of all other ointment, and
I toes of Ida and cheerfulness, which ceai
To drive from your bed these lively little tor
ORDERED, That the said Robert Kimball give
certain expedition, in which he had the mis
which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box i& notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
it is only necessary to put in it a few sprigs
J ia tear, and exerted such a power of ur-1 visii
fortune of getting wounded. ‘ That was be- ments,
1
this order to be published three weeks successively in now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
I J ¡detainhim? Would not heeling to ber
cause you were a rascally sot of cowards,’ oh- <of Pennyroyal. A few drops of the Essence of the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that Also—Doct. Davenport’s^ILlQUS PILLS.
'i »«s of sense and life, and of society ? (fere
For
the
time
these
Pills
have
been
offered
to
the
Pennyroyal
will
do
as
well.
served the Majof. ‘ You are a damned liar,’
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
public,
the
sales
of
them
have
exceeded
the
most
d
- taking away from the desolation and
York, in said county, on the second Monday of Au
say s the vankee. The company stared. The
sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which may
Curions
Advertisement.
/
Ik p^ond it, would not he be glad io bef<
gust
next
at
‘
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
Scotchman looked down upon him with as
shew cause, if any they, have, why the said instrument be fairly considered an acknowledgment of their b lirm footing on the territory of this flu’<
Mr.
Peter
Ham,
of
Winchester,
Virg.
of

much contempt as Goliah did upon David,
many virtues.
.
should
not
be
proved,
approved,
and
allowed
as
the
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken* II who take shelter under tho silver mui
and immediately asked, * Ar© you a man to fers “ six cents and a chew of tobacco reward,” last will and testament of said deceasednebunkby J. LILLIE-in Kennebunk-Port by Doct. « tat was stretched over him ?
wer
meet me ?* ‘ Yes,’ replied the yankee, < at a- for an apprentice named Robert Beatty, aJONAS CLARK, Judge.
J.
N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—m Dover
the time of bis contempla.
I,[, during
dwing'the
coirtempla- °’cl
ny time and where you please, with this pro- ged 19, whom he thus describes
Copy. Attest,
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
I?
liRBUr
f'cJawl
al . blent
t
•
.
.
.
«
He
is
a
very
remarkable
chap
at
tinjes,
1«
yw
talAtid
und
al'th»
W
.
and
GEO.
THACHER,
Reg'r.
visiem, that we meet without seconds.’ ‘ Well,
and Boston, and by some persons in the principle
i- I’ ljnd there bad burst upon bis l«8
then, to-morrow morning, at five o’clock, at particularly in the old of the moon, and a lit
July 16, 1824.
towns from Maine to Georgia.
T*TTxiniri? I
tle
flight
atjimes.
His
beard
is
very
remark

Also—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDK.L
___* Agreed.’—The company present
Wssing elories and |lar^
J Jrfsweter melody; an? lie clear-1 con
endeavored to dissuade the yankee, telling able—He shaves once a month. The appear Ata Court of Probate holdsn at Kennebunk, ‘within BITTERS, for sale as above.
andfor the County of York, on the twelfth day of Ju
Kennebunk, March 1, 1823.
' him the Major had every advantage where ance of his upper lip and chin, resembles that
'
118
t!)cre
>
8
beauty rested up- I bro
ly in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
he had none, and he had better compromise of the back of a young squab ; when laugh
® J dd, and a more heart-felt ioy I wit
ty-four.
.
.
ing,
his
mouth
is
much
in
shape
of
that
of
an
J?y , sun
g«W5.U
M the petition of Susanna Young, administratrix
matters, er© be should have cause to repent
U’ of the e&tate of Lewis Young, late of Bidde A NJH-DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HEN- j
his rashness ; but he still persisted. The opossum in the month of August.”
I the
«n fcrt, a |W, M(1 .
ford, in said County, mariner deceased, representing, YA. RY JAMES.—An approved remedy for Dysnext morning the yankee repaired to the place
stic
that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffi peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, and
somewhat before the appointed hour, armed
HATTERAS FLOATING LIGHT.
ors
'"»Jimin.anilanitcil
the
»hie
cient to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time
Piles.
.
.
,
with a large musket; shortly after the major
of his death and charges of administration, by the
!,BPa,llJ “itbeach es
It is well known that Dyspepna is one of tnei i J
The new Floating Light, stationed off Cape sum of two hundred twenty-seven dollars and eightymade his appearance with his brace of pistols’
■ the
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com-J
and his sword. Before he advanced far, the• Hatteras, is a vessel of upwards of 330 tons ; five cents, and praying for a license to sell and con mencement is indicated in different patients by van- j I Hoidd be further
wa
yankee. in an austere tone, bade.him stop, or’ shows two lights, one sixty feet high, and the oth- vey so much of the real estate of said deceased as may ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable are—
! we
be necessary for the payment of said debts and inci
1
er
forty-five
feet
;
and
is
moored
in
a
depth
of
Irregularity
of
the
bowels,
obstinate
cositiveness,
he would blow his brains out; upon which
we
dental charges :
headach, commonly called nervous or sick headachy
communicat , it 5
the major, struck with astonishment at this twenty fathoms of water, with soundings of blue
Be
ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice there yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the. stem*
unexpected stratagem, reluctantly obeyed, sand, shells and clay—the light house on Cape of to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence J Hweive Vn<> . /
Uas
' wa
Hatteras
bears
from
it
N.
50°
7'30"
W.
distant
I
1
c
'
|
harness
woiiirf
l
t
lat
W
*
lat
Was
terested in said estate, by causing a copy of this order or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth ia
but expostulated with him on the injustice of 1
bu
11 miles, and the S. Shoal S. 78° 45’ W. distant to be published in the.Kennebunk Gazette, printed in the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner,| 1 Werness,
such ungentleman-like proceeding ; the yan
' sta
4| miles. The temperature of the air 75° and Kennebunk, in said County, three weeks successively, debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,j ’
kee was implacable, and determined to punish z
I
am
that of the water 72°.—Capt. Elliot states that ¿hat they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at See»
I S! "•t«faeh, J “l' edsParer'>“l'l j: CO’
him for his conduct, and the abuse he himself <
there is a current with a S. wind, which runs N. York, in said County, on the second Monday of Au
Piles being connected with indigestion and cog
had received. ‘ Lay dawn your sword and ’N. E. 2 miles per hour, and with a N. wind S. S. gust next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon and shew tiveness are certainly and speedily removed by tire
x,eemins'vi,l'’i th<
pistol,’said he, still’presenting his musket, :
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
I un
W. 2 miles per hour. The light boat is sufficient
Pills.
tion should not be granted.
Persons
afflicted
With
any
of
the
above
symptoms,;
a
«and to the rightabout face—march The
Pci
OVIIO
au.ivuvj
v.
,
—
----”
...
‘
~
,
and
,•
I? ‘"ay
,bli ; bu
ly far from the shoals that vessels can pass without
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills pre a rem
poor major was under the necessity of obey risk between them and the boat—-the distance
Si"l »bl, around u« I sh
A true Copy. Attest,
edy well worth their attention, and entitled to their
ing and uttering a volley of curses against his from the boat to the gulf stream is about thirty
' I thi
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
entire confidence.
I
ftnel "f
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